Wire Cubes

MODEL NUMBER

5279

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
PARTS LIST

A
Q

LETTER
CODE

A
Q
B
Q
C
Q

B
Q

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

PART NO.

14” Wire Grids
Plastic Connectors
Plastic Clips

20
22
16

5279-01
5279-02
5279-31

When ordering replacement parts,
please specify color.

C
Q

Four-cube
configuration

For questions or concerns, please call

Safco Consumer Hot Line 1-800-664-0042

ASSEMBLED UNIT
(Five-cube configuration)

1

Attach four Q
B Connectors onto the four corners of
one Q
A Wire Grid, using the slots on the rounded
edge of the connectors.

available Monday-Friday 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM (Central Time)
(English-speaking operators)

2

Form four walls using four more grids. Snap these
grids into the perpendicular slots on the connectors.

CONNECTOR
GRID

For maximum strength,
be certain all connectors are fully seated.
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3

Carefully snap four more connectors onto the newly
formed corners of this cube as shown.

5

Continue building cubes by inserting grids into
open slots, then attaching at the open corners with
more connectors.

4

Turn the cube so the open end is the front of the
cube. Snap two more connectors onto a new wire
grid. Begin building the walls of the next cube by
inserting the new grid into the existing open
connectors.

7

Position the grid inside the cube. Snap the open
ends of each plastic clip onto the inner wires of the
cube walls.
PLASTIC CLIP

Completed
five-cube configuration

6

If you decide to create a four cube set using the
extra grids as shelves and dividers, then snap two
C Plastic Clips onto two opposite ends of a grid,
ensuring that the clips are near the corners.
C

Completed
four-cube configuration
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